CALL FOR MENTORS!
HELP US MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

GSTEM is looking for mentors! We are a summer STEM program for high school girls, founded by the NYU Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences. We admit 40 students and each is smart, driven, and STEM savvy. Students are paired with a mentor and then work on a project of their mentor’s choosing. To complete the program students prepare a written report and an oral presentation.

Why GSTEM? Help us expose highly talented young women to STEM careers and encourage them to remain in the STEM pipeline.

Why else GSTEM? We are a popular and successful outreach program. And we can fulfill grant-funded obligations to demonstrate broader impacts. (We look great in your annual report.)

IMPORTANT DETAILS:

- Program Dates for 2019 are July 1 – August 9. Following a week of Orientation, students will start their research projects on July 8.
- Students will work with their mentors on Mondays – Thursdays. On Fridays they report back to NYU for group workshops and field trips.
- We welcome mentors in all STEM fields. Ours are professors and scientists at NYU and at other colleges and universities in the NYC area.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

- Please contact Catherine Tissot, Program Administrator at c.tissot@nyu.edu
- Visit our website at www.cims.nyu.edu/gstem